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Juv023. Juvenal, with the titles of Guarinus Veronensis 

Pinerolo, Jacques Le Rouge 25 October 1479 

Title page: none. 

Colophon: g7v: Nouembris Iuuenalis Aquinatis Satirarũ | Libri Impreſſi Pinerolii Diligentiſſime | 

Arte Et Ingenio Iacobi De Rubeis | Natione Galici .VIII. kL. nouembris | Anno criſti 
.M:CCCC.LXXVIIII. 
[sic: Nouembris  Galici  kL.  .M:CCCC.  
[variant: cristi (BNF; Bodleian) 

Collation: Super-chancery 2°: a–g8, 56 leaves, unnumbered (ff. 1(?) and 56 blank). 

Contents: a1 missing, blank?; a2r (signed ‘ai’) ‘Materiam ac cauſas ſatyrarum hac ĩſpice prima. | 
(s5)EMPER ego auditor tantum: nũquam | ue [sic] reponam | Vexatus tociens rauci theſeide 
codri? |’; on g7v ‘Vt leti phaleris omnes: & torquibus omnes. |’ ; colophon; g8 blank. 

Typography: 110R; Greek (Satires VI and XI only); two-line indentation for initial at start of 

each satire; 36 lines; 199 × 97 mm; no catchwords; signed $ i–$ iiii [a2–4 signed ‘ai’, 

‘aii’, ‘aiii’; f1 signed ‘hi’], placed at the right of the last line of text; no running titles. 

Paper: Super-chancery paper (estimated sheet size 46 × 32 cm): largest recorded page size 30 

× 22 cm (Morgan Library).  

28 edition sheets. 

This press was the only one working at Pinerolo in the fifteenth century. Le Rouge took 

refuge there in 1478 from the severe plague afflicting Venice (Scholderer, 1966). He had 

printed the first edition of Juvenal with Calderinus’s commentary at Venice in 1475 

(Juv015). The Morgan online catalogue notes that ‘The colophon date is perhaps copied 

from that of the Pinerolo edition of Boethius (Goff B770), or vice versa.’ 

The satires have the titles by Guarinus Veronensis, possibly copied from one of the Milan 

editions of Juvenal and Persius (Juv013, Juv019, Juv020). In an ideal copy, a blank leaf 

would have preceded the leaf signed ‘ai’. The BNF general catalogue gives the date 

wrongly as 1478. Reichling gives 66 leaves, the copy described having ten leaves of 

Calderinus’s Defensio bound in, possibly by a collector who had confused the edition with 

Juv015; this quire appears not to be present in the copies at Bern, Bodleian, Frankfurt, 

BNF, (though the catalogue entries sometimes cite it from the bibliographies); it is still 

cited in the heading of the GW and ISTC entries and was recorded in the catalogue of the 

Morgan Library though it is not present in the volume (now corrected). 

Bibliographical references: HR9668; P7246; Goff J643; IGI 5580; BodInc J-302; CIBN J-

357; A. F. Parisi, Jacottino de Rubeis, Tipografo Pinerolese, (Biblioteca della Società 

pinerolese, I), Pinerolo, 1953, p. 53; GW M15748; ISTC ij00643000. 

Locations: Berne: UB. Leiden: UB. Frankfurt am Main: UB (‡Inc. Qu. 591). Lausanne: BCU. 

New York: Morgan Library (*ChL1334). Oxford: Bodleian (*Auct.O.2.9(1); lacks a1). 

Paris: BNF (§Rés.g.Yc.500; lacks a1). Turin: BReale. Vienna: NB (lacks a1 and g8). 

[9 copies] 

Digitised copies: Bern: https://doi.org/10.3931/e-rara-88396;  

Frankfurt: http://sammlungen.ub.uni-frankfurt.de/inc/content/titleinfo/5361320 
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